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Fellow.
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Purpose.

I.I

This study !eeks tc give 1.:<:isioninakers an
iunclassified analysis of the nat-ire ar,i intensity of US/
Scviet arms competition since World War II and to point
out impli .atio.is for future national security p.)licy.
2. Discussion. This s~udy is the first of three studies
by te aut
- on the US/Soviet arms rice,
It places emphasis on the overall indicators of the race and strateqic
nuclear armS.
Scholars have concluded that a auantitative
arms race usually leads to war, but a Cualit.tve one does
lst
This study scts up operational definitions for these
type r'aces
and tests the US/Soviet case b- charting trends
in m Iitary perscn
nj.lear arms, defense expenditures
nl
and ie.r/hostility. The results indicate that:
a. From the standpoint of a classic quantitative arms
racc, an overall intense US/Soviet r ,ce occurred in 1949and a moderate one in 1961-1968.
The relative burden
of arms on the two populations decreased after the mid 1950's.
b.
The competition has become more qualitative, marked
by a move to higher technology by the USSR. Soviet defense
spending ind R&D investments have shown a steady rise.
c. In nuclear delivery systems, the Soviets surpassed
the US in total delivery systems in 1970, but still lar in
qualitative areas and total reentry vehicles.
3.

Conclusions.

H

a. Most forces in the near future should act against a
resumption of the quantitative race.
Tnese include the
chance to use the CPR as a balancer, th
increased concern
of the superpowers for domestic probl2mz, and the lessened
utility of future increases for political power.

r

b. US/Soviet arms may be entering a period of "normal
military activity."
This will probably see a moderate level
of tension, without large rises in arr.is levels.
Defense
budgets will remain high, but without heavier per capita
burden. The situation probably includes a qualitative arms
race, but should not lead to war. The nation with the best
technology will make the scie'gtific breakthroughs or be able
to rapidly reduce any weapons advantaqe of the adversary.
c. The US should be in a favorable economic position in
this contest.
But it needs steady effort and a well-managed
defense program,
strong

on R&D,

with

the Perspicacity

phase out obsolete or redundant arms systems.

to
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THE US/SOVIET ARMS COMPETITION:
"QUANTITATIVE/QUALITATIVE ASPECTS
Views on the "arms race" between the United States
and the Soviet Union differ widely cnd are ften arqued
with emotion
Most writers have deplored its costs and
effects, bo~h real and envisaied, thounh some see the
race as inevitable or even functional in the type of
international system existino today.
Most seem to aoree
that an arms race of some type has been takino place
since the beginning of the Cold Uar, but there seems to
be little aqreement as to its nature and intensity.
Some questions on which there may be commonly voiced
opinions, but which still need ar#alysis are:
Has there
been a US/Soviet arms race throuahout the postwar Period?
If so, how rapidly has it been run? Has the -ace been preLdominately
quantitative or Qualitative? And has it ended?
This study attempts to nive decisionmakers precise
answers to these questions, and to point out implications
for American natio,;al security policy.
It does not seek
to identify the causes of specific fluctuations in US/
Soviet arms levels, thounh the reader may aain such insights from the data presented.
The quantitative/qualitative aspect may be a key one, for it has been posited that
a quantitative arms race often ends in war, whereas a
qualitative one does not.
Samuel HuntinaLon based this
conclusion in 1958 on the proposition that a qualitative
race inherentlylleads to parity of weapons power and a
stable balance.
The results of the study qive qualified
support to his thesis hut indicate that the race has heen
more complex than envisaned a decade and a half aao.

'Samuel P. Huntinqton, "Arms Races:
Prerequisites
and Results," Public Policy (CambrideHarvard University
Press, 1958), pp. 41-86.
This view is not shared by all
analysts.
Raymond Aron , for exaninle , sees thp qualitative
aspect as the main threat to US/Soviet coexistence.
Peace
and War (Garden City, 11.Y. : Doubleday and Co., 1966),
pp. 428-429.
Some Soviet writers see technroloqical arms
imorovements leading to further spirals of the rdce and
instability. Yu. Arbatov, "IIS4:
The Great Missile FOebate,"
Izvestia, Aprii i5, 1969, Current Diqest of the Soviet Press,
Vol. XXI, No. 15.
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US/Soviet
The e are limitations involved in studyin
arms relationships, in that the Soviet data must be based
Such estimates
for the most Dart on Western estimates.
.,,ay be based on iitt!
-vidence or may suffer from an
"intelligence lag" or the tendency to overestimate t'..adversary's forces.
But particularly since the early 196n's
the US Government has had better knowledge of Soviet military equipment. Further, this study attempts to establish
trends over a period of years, not to make a strict comparison of the sizes of the two superpowers' arms, and errors in
estimates are less likely to affect long-term trends than
absolute values of a point in time.
An arms race differs from a state of war or normal
military activity.
But how can the period of an arms race
be identified? One reason for the lack of a clearer oicture
of the duration and intensity of the US/Soviet race is tKL
no one has given the term "arms race" an operatlonal definition and then applied empirical evidence against it. As
d definition, this study will use a quantified version of
"orooressive competitive
Huntinqto-'s 1958 definition:
peacetime increases in armaments by two states or coalitions
of states resulting from conflicting nurooses or mutual fears."
To measure "drnldrneits," let us us-e the variables of defense
expenditures, military personnel, and military equinment.
These should be considered both in the abh.olute serse and
in regard to the relative burden they nlace on the populations.
What pace should be required to qualify an arms competition as a race, and how can we precisely tell a quantitaLet us snecify that a
tive race from a qualitative one?
quantitative race must have annual increases of armaments

2

Quincy Wright differentiated an "arms rice" from
"normal military activity" orimarily by stinulatinq that
arms races see steadily larger arms levels and defense
budgets (in real terms), whereas normal military activity
is an average of levels over vears with or without great
change or acceleration. A Study of War, Vol. I (ChicaQo:
q68Q-695.
Hans
University of Chicago Press,1942T , nn.
Mnrqenthau stated that an arms race sces a constantly incrPasing burden of military preparations devouring an ever
greater part of the national budqet and ever deenenino fear
(!few York:
and insecurity.
Poli'-ics Amonq Nations, 4th ed.
Alfred A. Knopf, 1967), ,4. .

3
averaqi q 5 percent or more over at least a three-year
A correspondino increase must be noted in the
period.
adversary state within one year olus, in the case of forces
or weapons, the development or "lead" time to field the
particular type of force. Accordina to scholars in the
field, a quantitahive race is also accompanied by risina
tension and fear.
In defininq a qualitative race, one could stipulate as
a requirement eitoer incremental or revolutionary chanoe.
timprove

The latter implies that the qualitative channes not only
effectiveness, but also make the preceding1 technoLet us choose this interpretation rather
loqy obsolete.
than the incremental one and use Huntinaton's definition
that a qualitative race "replaces existina forms of militarv force (normally weanon, syst.ms) with new and more
5
Such a race, of course, has i.
effective forms of force."
quantitative aspect, in that each major technolooical charqe
sets off a quantitative race in the new weapons system which
lasts until the next revolutionary breakthrouqh.
Selecting the pace required for a qualitative race is
a reasonable assumption would be that the
difficult. of lut
weapons should renlace the old on an averaoe
new forms
of every five years.

This would be a rapid

3 C heckina some well-known historical

=

rate of channe

races for the

The increase in defense exoenditures
dLes of increase:
for eioht world powers involved in the extended arms race
from 1883 to 1913 averaned aboit 7 percent annually, hut
qrew to about 14 percent from 190-1913. The increase of
ilitary manpower was 2 oercent
five European Powers in
annually from 1384 to 1914, risinn to 3 percent from 190qThe expenditure and manpower increases oF tho four
1914.
qreat Euronean powers and the US in the 1930-1q38 arms race
were qreater, but the tempo of this race was prohahl y affectd by the demilitarized nature of Germany at the outset
d d the Spanish Civil .War. 'ee Lewis Richardson, Arms and
Insecurity. (Pittsburqh:

The

Roxwood

Pries,

IQ60),

pp7TTI-

120.
4

Hunti noton, Wr i n, t , Moroerithau , and Richardson, in
the workS previ.,ullv list-d, all mention this characteristic.
5Huntinoton, "Arm
Races..........np. 66-72.

II

4

compared to pre-Worid War 11 arms races, which saw revolutionary changes more at a frequency of about every 10 or
Indeed, pri or to the mi d-19th centurY , cilanoes
20 years.
But the modern
were made at a pace involving centuries.
rate of technoloqical chanqe has risen dramatically. In a
rcetenionandfear do not necessarily rise,
qua-';atie
because though scientific, military, and industrial nersonnel are heavily involved, the bulk of the population is
not.__

*
*Do
V

An Arms Race? Basic Indicators
key variablies indicate that there has been a constant
quantitative arms race durino the 1945-1973 oeriod?
In traciici "peacetime increases" of armaments, wqe run
into a probl em dur inr tht years of U!S i nvolIvement i n the
Korean and Vietnam Wars. Some of the increases in these
limited war years were intended aqainst Asian enemies, not
the Soviet Union. Rut no ma tter i n wha t req i on a state 's
military forces are deployed, an adversary state probably
sees them as a part of the opponent's power that could be
shifted against it, at least in part. Let us aslsume,
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3
therefore, that 50 percent of the extra or incremental US
arms for the two wars should be excluded from the total
for the US/Soviet race,
Since the USSR supplied military
equipment to Communist belligerents, this aid should also
be excluded.

__,

MCi

Fiqure 1 shows the total budnet outlays for defenseta
by the two superpowers in const~n1 dlasadrbe
is with inflation considered).
Both states increased
their defense expenditures about threefold in the P5 years
followinq the 1947 postwar low. The 1950-53 btilduo is
marked, even excludinq half of the Korean War incremental
Indeed, on the (IS side, if war costs are excluded,
costs.
a rouqh plateau exists after the 1950-53 huildun.
The
Soviet trend has been more of a steady rise, and it fails
to follow US reductions after 1968.
The overall 1947-1973 period would qualify as a race
(barely), usino the annual 5 percent criterion, for the IIS
averaried about 6 percent annually and the Soviets 5 per .ent
for announced expenditures and 7 percent for estimated.
6
6 These

and

~ing.

charts are hased orimarily on defense budnets

omit some defense-related costs such

as solge

funds

for

stockpilinq, atomic and space research, and foreion military assistance, nor do they include veterans' oensions or
interest on the national debts incurred from military spendThe exact totals used for all fiqures and more information on sources, to include the poll questions ubed for
Fiqure 8, are available in apnendices at the Stratenic
Research Group, National War College, Washinton, D.C.
8 The

broad trends in Soviet expenditures in F icure 1
should be sufficiently valid for our purposes, hut the exact
actual Soviet expenditures cannot he considered definitelv
known and cannot

be strictly compared with US expendiitures.

For these reasons, Fiqure 1 shows both announced and estimated Soviet defense expenditures and shows then in ruhles
The estimated fiqures for the IISSR
rather than dollars.
include an additional 8 percent to account for '4VOr!Krf,
troops and one-half the science hudget to account for hidThe ruble
den military research and development costs.
scale on the '-.-ts hs been inflated relative to the dollar
scale correspond i no to a defense-buyi no ratio of one ruble
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and qovernrnental budqets have also increased sincP the
early oostwar years.
When co'oared as a functi on. of nov-ernrnental soendinn (Fioure 2 ) or FrUPs (Fiature 3), thie
overall period 1947-1973 does not look like an ar-is race.
Only in FY 1949 and FY 1051-1953 for the US and 1q4Ol952
and 1961-1970 for the Soviets did the relative national
resources devoted to defense show sinnificant increases)c

Pqijals 2. 38 doll ar-s recommrended by Ors . Fnil eOoi t and
Harold Lubbell1.
"The hlori d Rurdpn of la ti onil Defenise,'
Di sarmament and W.orl d Fcononic Interidependence (nV
'r-k
Col-1umb ia Uni-ve-rs ity Press,'_-F
fO . T). [f,
9 The

f iquv-e-s f or (,'Ps are , of course , onl Y es t1ra tos
and i t is dif f icul t t~o val idly, colmare U!S and Sonvi Pt f i ures .
These cstima tes , however , are suf f ic ient to show trends.
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xamine the trends of defense expendiWe should also -tures of the tvwo 21inr alliances led by the superpowers.
The expen~tures of NATO and the Warsaw Pact are shown in
The trends in alliance spendinq follow those
Figure 5.
of the two superpowers , and the conclusions reqardi nQ the
periods in which an arms race occurred would be similar.

10 In

this case, the defense exo)enditures have been
converted to constant dollars by usina the official exchange
rates for NATO countries and the exchanne rates recommended
by Drs. Benoit a~ld Lubbell for the Warsaw Pact in "The World
Burden," p. 40. The comoarability of* the Warsaw Pact data
However,
to NATO data can only he considered approximate.
this does not invalidate the significance of the trends
over ti me.
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during this period. After World War II, the US reduced to
But if one accepts the
a lower level than the Soviets.
Khrushchey-announced 1948 figure, one coulq not say that
the US demobilized while the USSR did not. l In Western
Europe, Allied ground forces in 1946 dropped from 4,4 million to 880,000, far below the level of the Soviets.
US manpower, after a short-lived spurt in 1948-49,
War and of "flexible
the Korean
periods of Overall,
rose duringinthe
the US manpower level
the 1960's.
response"
correlates closely with the level of defense expenditures,
except in 1969-72, where it drops more sharply, probably
reflecting the hiqher personnel Pay for the volunteer army.
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announced, in a 1960 speech, that the USSR
hag c',tt its forces to a fiqure of 2,874,0U0 in 1948. This
Khrushchev's
would be about 25 percent of its 1945 forces.
speech is quoted in The flew York Times, -January 15, 1960,
pp 1-2, or in Pravd3 on the same date.
1 lKhrushchev

Soviet military manpower contini:ed to rise for two
The larqe Soviet personnel
years after the Korean War.
drops in the 1956-59 period saw only moderate decreases
in defense spendina, and the larqe boosts in snendino in
1961-63 and 1967-69 were not accompanied by major perThis sunqests that the USSR, followina
sonnel increases.
the quidelines of Khrushchev's policy of modernization ant-i
strong reliance on nuclear rockets, beaan emphasizinq quaimprovements in technical weaponry after 195S.
•litative
L.ookinn at the relative burden of military troops to
the populations (Fioure 7) inaicates that, except for the
Korean and Vietnam War periods, the trend has been toward
less of a burden of military service on the population.

A
Fear and Hostility
We have previously assumed that arms races resulted
from competition, conflictinn purposes, and mutual fea.'.
Few would dispute that the US and the Soviet
nion durina
th.; period under discussion were competitive anA had, for
Since a quantitative
the most part, conflicting Purposes.
arms race is accompanied by risina fear, we should examine
fear or hostility as another variable indicating when a
quantitative arms race occurred.
may be obtained
A measurement of fear and hostility
from comparing poll results of the American oonulation"
Soviet
'
unfortunately, similar data is not available for t
;,'io
Thounh there is no ooll throuchout t,.
population.
that uses the same question, by notino the results of i)oi is
which used similar questions, we can net an idea of the
trend.
Fioure 8 shows with line A the percent of Americans
from 1945 to 1948 expecting war with the USSR within one
year, with line B the percent from 1947 to 1954 expectina
war in ten years or less, ind line C the percent exnectinn
The indicators rose sharply
war in two years or less.
during 1946 and 1947, peaKed shortly after the Czech couo
They dropped
in 1948, and aqain after the Berlin blockade.
in 1949, then reached their hiohest neak after the North
Korean invasion of 1950 and the Chinese Communist drive
After 1951, the indications
into Korea in winter 1950-51.
Line D shows the percent
of fear began -lowly to recede.
war within the next
expected
polled,
when
of Americans who,
It reflects the same Korean War Peaks, a further
five years.
iump-up in
decli,;e in fear in the late 1950's, buL a shar
1960 after the U-? incident and the breakup of the Rio Four
conference.
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but in 1964, only 10 percent were pretty worried about nettina into war (trianciles on chart),
An indication that fear of war wth Russia had, in
relation to 1960, lessened in 1070-1072 are the results of

a question asked as to whether it was

Possible

or impossible

to reach a peaceful settlement with the Russians (squares on
chart). The percent of Americans believinci that it was
impossible was above 50' percent in 1460 but down in the 1138 percent ranqe in 1970-1972. There was, however, a shortlived iump after the Soviet invdsion of Czechoslovakia in
1968, when a similarly-worded question saw the "not possible'
percentaqle jump from 37 percent in July before the invasion
to 50 percent by end-Auqust, then down to 45 percent by October.
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These trends are reinforced hy Gallup's

findinns as

to the opinions of Americans toward the USSR. Only five
percent of Americans reiistered a favorable opinion of
the Soviet Union in 1q54, but this rose to 17 percent in
1967 and 34 percent in 1973.
Thus, the ooll results irdicate littie fear/hostility
in 1945, some rise in 1946, a rapid rise in fear/hostility
durina 1947-194., ;r.d anain in 1950-1951.
After the Korean
War, there has been a nradual decline, ounctuated by a rise
in 1960 and short-lived .iumn in 1968.
This variable, then, would support a thesis that a
Quantitative race occurred only durinq the 1q47-1953 neriod
or durinn the 1960-1961 period. However, we oreviously
noted that ma.ior increases in d'_.fense exoenditures and
military manower did not occur in 1947 or early 1948, so
the evidence for an arms race in those years is slim.
Results of Basic Indicators
Ile have then examined the major variables which would
point to an overall Quantitative arms race:
.lefense expen,'itures (both absolute and relative), total military
manpower (both absolute and relative), and fear.
All Sunnest that an intense US/Soviet ouantitative arms race
occurred durinn 1950-1053. Only the hostility/fear index
supports the thesis that such a race occurred in 1946early 194R. The relative defense sDendina, troop levels
and hostility/fear indexes do not support the judomont that
such an arms race occurred after 195.3.
'lone of these indicate
that such a race occurred after 1968, excent that Soviet
defense soendinq showed snme rise.
The absolute defense
expenditures and troop lEvels indicate that the Soviet side
of the quantitative race continued until 1055 and that the
1949, 1961-1962 and 1965-Iq68 years saw quantitative rpces.
Our findinn that in most respects

there was no quanti-

tative race in overall armaments after the mid-lQ50's does
not necessarily mean, however, that there have been no arms
races of more snecific types within the neriod. There may
have been qualitative or nuantitative races in sinrile-fnrce
components extendinn into more recent years.
"Common knowledge" ooints to a continuinn arms race in strateoic nuclear
weapons, and the publicity riven the "exnansion" of the
Soviet !lavv would point to the possibility of a race in
naval arms.

.
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Quantitative Nuclear Trends
Lookinq first at the strateqic nuclear component,
what have been the quantitative trends in offensive and
defensive forces?
In the field of strateqic offensive delivery vehicles,
we are concerned primarily with intercontinental bomhers
and missiles, and the Soviets didn't qet in the game until
after the mid-1950's. The American buildup of strateqic
bombers in the late 1940's and through the 1950's is wellknown, and the qrewth in the number of ICBM's and submarinelaunch~d ballistic missiles (SLBM's) in the 1960's has been
As a summary, we can total the number of
well-publicized.
strateqic bombers, ICBM's, and SLB's and note the trends
(Fiqure 9).
US levels do not aualify as increases of arms
race magnitude after 1963 because it beqan cuttinn back in
bombers in that year and leveled off its missile deployment
The Soviet level continued to rise until 1973
in 1967.
because there was little cutback in its small bomber force
Soviet deployment of
to offset its increases in missiles.
land-based ICBM's halted in 1972, but deployment of submarine missiles continued.
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The number of deliverable nuclear warheads, however,
has continued to increase on the 'iS side. Figure 10 shows
the number of warheads that could actually be delivered instrike by the ballistic missile force and long-range

Ione

Ibomber

f orce of both s ides- -the

total1 force 1loadi nqs .

It

does not include multiple reentry vehicles (MRV's), but
does include multiple independently
rgpted reentry vehi-

cl es (MIRV's), beginning about 1969.'.

I

1

The conversion to

Poseidon SLBM's accounts for most of the increase. Similarly, though the number of US strateqic bombers has
declined, with the deployment of Short-Rannie Attack Missiles
(SRAM's) on B-5 's and F-lll's, the number of deliverable
nuclear bombs has probably risen.
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Sources:

197? figures are from US Secretary of Defense, Annual Posture
Statement, FY 1973. Other figures were comnputed using the
following unclassified approximations: four weapons In Soviet
Biscn aircraft and two in Cears, four weapons in 0-36's, six
weapons in 8-52's, three warheads per Polaris A-3, and ten %qarheads per Poseidon missiles.

Ihas been estimated by [IS scientists that when the
MIRV programs are complete in several years, the US will
have 10,264 separately tarcietable strategic nuclear wepanons

16
This analysis has not included medium bombers, aerial
Nor has it dwelt on forwardtankers, MRBM's or IRBM's.
based US systems, of which some 500 could hit portions of
the Soviet Union. Medium bombers do not have an intercontinental round-trip delivery radius, but with infliqht
refuelina could make a one-way strike. In the late 1950'r,
the Strateqic Air Command had about 1300 B-47's and B-58's,
but now retains only about 70 FB-lll's. US aerial tankers
numbered over 1,000 in the 1959-1962 period, but have
Soviet Lona-Ranqe Aviation still
dropped to about 600.
possesses about 700 medium bombers, but has only about 50
Both powers develoned MRRM's and IRRM's in the
tankers.
1
The US has phased its out, but the USSR still
late 950's.
has about 600, primarily taroeted aeiainst Western Europe.

0
.

Unclassified information on total warheads and menatonndqe is scarce.
If we included warheads at the delivery
sites, in storae areas, and tactical nuclear weapons, US
total warheads reportedly rose from several hundreds in
1950 to about 40-50,000 in the 196?51963 period and has
The Soviet output has
been estimated at 100,000 by 1970.
been smaller, but still has risen at an intense rate.
In meqatonnaqe, the US from 1950 to 1960 raised the
explosive power of its nuclear arsenal from about 10 to
After the early 1960's, the HS,
about 30,000 meatons.
shiftinq its emphasis from larqe bomber-delivered weapon
to MIRV's and SRAM's, somewhat reduced its meatonnage.

T. W. Rathiens and G. P. Kistinowsky,
and the USSR 6,295.
"Th," Limitations of Stratenic Arms," Scientific American,
On the other hand, if the
Vcl. 222 (January, 1970), p. 20.
Soviets replaced their present ICBM's with those recently
tested, they could raise their total throw-weiaht from 6Secretary of
7 million pounds to 10-12 million hounds.
Defense James Schlesinqer, Annual Defense Department Report,
FY 1975.
13

MIRV's are here considered as a separate warhead,

Alfred A. Knonf,
Gordon Dean, Report on the Atom (New York:
Simon and
1957); Herbert York, Race To Oblivion (Flew York:
Schuster, 1970), p. 33, 41-42; The tockholm International
Peace Resea -ch Institute SIPPI Yearho'k, lq60-0 (New York:
38
Humanities Press, 1970), n
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York,

Race To Oblivion, and Admiral Thomas H. Moorer,
USN, "US'USSR Stratenic Forces Today," Commander's Diaest
9T73),
(US Department of Defense, November 15,

A
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Data on Soviet nuclear warheads are extremely scarce, but
there is reason to believe, in view of the Soviets' rapid
increase in missiles, that their total meqatonnage has
continued to rise to about the US level.
In the area of strateqic nuclear defense, the USSR
has built up and still retains larqer forces in all aspects:
air defense, ballistic missile defense, and civil
defense.

1
-

The USSR maintained over twice the number of air defense aircraft as the 'iS from the late 1940's until about
1968, raisinn their force from about 1,000 to 2,000 in the
late 1948-49 period, then to a high of about 4500 in 1962.
In the late 1960's, both sides reduced the numbers of interceptors in their Air Defense Commands, until by 1973 the
Soviet force numbered about 2,800 compared to about 560The heavier efAmerican, includinq national nuard units.
fort by the Soviets in this field may be seen as the obverse
or complement to the US effort in heavy bombers.
Each side deployed air defense missiles in the 196n's
and the Soviets continued to build up until by 1071 they
Both
had a force of about 10,000 deployed (Figure 11).
Dowers also invested heavily in warninq and command and
3n bilBy 1970, the US had suent about
control systems.
lion on a continental air d ense system, and the Soviets
Deployments of ABM's, of
probably about .75 billion.
course, have been small.
The USSR has always taken civil defense measures more
in-

seriously

than

the US.

Dur in q the

1960's,

the Soviets

creased the construction of shelters and the trainino in
civil defense courses, makinq such traininq mandatory in
The US made
Iq68 for school children and factory workers.
a small spurt in civil defense in the early Kennedy years
milbut has recently been snendinc only sliqhtlv over
lion compared to $5n0-l,n090 million bv the Soviets.

_

Military satellites do not in all cases serve a strateqic nuclear defensive function, but have been of inc.reasAt the
ing imoortance in this field in the Past decade.

1 5 York,

op.

188-q0 .

16
US Department of Defense, Civil Prenaredness Aaency,
Office of the Comptroller- Leon Goure, Civil Defense in the
q62),
Univ. of California Press,
Soviet Union (Berkeley:
and Soviet Civil Defense, I0F,-i97n0 (Ccral Gables, Florida:
Univ. of Miami, 1971).
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end of the 1950's, both superpowers began launchina satellites for military purposes. The US has built up an array
of early warning satellites. The Soviets laqged somewhat
behind, but have recently been launching an increasing
number.
Have exoenditures for strategic nuclear arms shown an
US defense budget expenditures for strategic
increase?
nuclear forces rose during the 1950's, peaked at about
$11 billion in FY 1962, then dropped to a level of $7-8
billion from 1965-1973.

Figures

on Soviet expenditures

are not available, but the size of their missile buildup
after 1965 would indicate that their outlays for strategic
nuclear arms have continued to rise.
Summarizing our observations on the quantitative asIn regard
pects of US and Soviet strateqic nuclear arms:
to most indicators--total offensive delivery systems, air
defense aircraft and missiles, total meqatonnaqe, and overall expenditures in strategic weapons--the US conducted an
arms race buildup till 1962-63, then shifted to a qualitative
emphasis except for numbers of deliverable nuclear warheads
(reentry vehicles). The Soviets, meeting the American ante
to stay in the game, kept up their quantitative drive through
1973 until, in addition to their quantitative superiority in
defensive systems, they had achieved a rough Darity in offensive systems.
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One mioht then conclude that, exceot for numbers of
deliverable warheads, the US gave uo the conduct of a
quantitative torace;
the and
increase
warheads attack
(the
~Proqression
MRV'sandandsince
MIRV's,
to theinmultiple
missiles on bombers) to a larne extent made most earlier
American sinole-warheaded delivery vehicles obsolescent,
that the warhead increase was more a qualitative than a
quantitative steD. 17 Strictly followina our onerational
definition, we could conclude that since it had become onesided, the quantitative race ended in the 1960's. Put,
usina another interpretation, since the U1S is steadily
increasinq its reentry vehicles and the Soviets are rapidly
buildinq ballistic-missiles submarines, one could conclude
that a race is continuinq in the numbers of nuclear weapons
which can hit the adversary's homeland, which is, after all
a key criterion.
Qualitative strateqic nuclear improvements
Qualitative improvements in offensive nuclear weapon
systems in the 1945-1973 oeriod have been spectacular, both
in reqards to warheads and delivery vehicles.

I.

F
j
Stinped

Within five years aftpr the explosion of the first
crude A-Bombs in 1945, intercontinental R-36's replac:ei the
medium-ranned B-2's. Two years later, hydronen bombs began to replace the fission bombs, with a jump in explosive
force of almost one thousand times. Within another five
years, the B-36's were replaced by .iet-prnpelled P-47's
and B-52's with air-to-air refuelino techniques further
extendino their ranqes. The Soviets resnonded with the
Badner, Rear, and Bison bombers.
Thouqh the development of iet aircraft was a orrat
military hreakthrounh, the introduction of the nuclearIfRf1 was the nreatest qualitative advance in the
20th century and perhaps in the history of ar:is
The
liquid-fueled intercontinental ballistic missiI. s deployed

at the end of the 1950's were followed quickly by the storAhle liquid and solid-fueled ICB.''s and SL9M's in the early
1960's. In the late 1960's and edrly 1970's, the US conoentrated on improvinn the reliability, accuracy, cormand and
control, and penetration ability of their systems.

17

Soviet writers see MIIRV's as brinqinq about a qualitative new stace in the nuclear missile race. V. Shestov,
"Nuclear Rubicon," International Affairs, 'Io.6, 1969.

.
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TABLE 1
EVOLUTION 3F STRATEGIC NUCLEAR OFFENSIVE FORCESa

United States

Soviet Union

Ist Generation
Bombers (Fission
Bombs)

B-29, B-5n,
B-36

TIJ-4 (No intercontinental
capability)

st Generation
Bombers (Fusion
Bombs)

B-29, B-50,
B-36

TU-4 (No intercontioental
capability)

R-47, B-5?,
B-58 with
missi les

TU-16, TU-20
Iya-4

1st Generation
Strateqic Missiles

Atlas, Titan,
Requlus

SS-6, 7 & 8
SS-N-3, 4 & S

2nd Generation
Strateqic Missiles

Minuteman I & II
Polaris A-1, A-2,
A-3 (MRV)

SS-9 Mod 1, 2 & 3
SS-II, SS-13,
SS-N-6

3rd Generation
Missile and Bomber
Systems

Minuteman III
(IIIRV)
Poseidon (MIRV)
B-52's with SRAM
FB-111 with SRAM

SS-9 Mod 4,
SS-X-18
SS-X-17
SS-X-19
SS-X-16

jI

2d Generation Bombers
(Fusion Bombs)
*Hounddoq

SS- N- 8
tTII-22,

New ICBM Silos
TU 16,
Mya 4 with standoff misqiles
a Missile information is from the US Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Posture Statement, FY 73, Chart No. 1,
and from Sec.retary of Defense Schlesinner s Annual Defense
Department Report, FY 1975. I S aircraft informat-on is from
SAC,
the Strateqic Air Comma nds The Development of SAC (Hqs.
1972).
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Table 1 summarizes some of the major phases in the
qualitative
strategic
systems. but
The Soviets development
have laaaed of
behind
their delivery
US counterparts,
steadily aalned around.
have been

A.

The strikina point is that there

six revolutionary

chanaes

in

strateoic

offensive

systems in 28 years!
Qualitative imorovements in strategic defensive systems
progressed markedly durina much of the period but slower
than offensive systems in the later years. Air defense
interceptors, of course, were constantly improved, particularly in the 1950's. with many models obsolescent before
they could be produced and deployed.
Perhaps even more
revolutionary were the introduction of air defense missiles

-

I

in the 1950's and the new systems of air defense warnino
and detection.
Steady technoloqical developments were made in ABM
technology. The Americans developed three successive ARM
systems prior to the SAFEGUARD, but did not deploy them.
The Soviets may not have developed as many systems, but
were the first tc deploy ARM vmissiles.
In recent yedrs,
the technological research and testing of improved AR 'missiles has continued.
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The emphasis on research and development by the two
powers, as shown hy military R&D expenditures, is another
indicator as to the extent that the arms competition has
in makinq such a comparison (Fiqure 12),
been qualitative.
we cannot be sure of Soviet military R&D expenditures, but
their announced exygnditures for science qive a qeneral
Soviet investments in the field have
idea of the trend.
taken a steady climb, with no taperinq off, as in the case
of the US in the later years of the period. As a percent
of total defense expenditures, Soviet R&D has steadily
increased, whereas the US leveled off after the 1956-60
spurt.
Summarizinq our findinns on strateoic nuciear weapons:
There have been oroqressive qualitative increases at the
required rate and therefore a sustained qualitative arms
On balance, it appears that a race in
race in this field.
strateaic nuclear weapons occurred with both quantitative
and qualitative features; hut in the later portion of the
period, it became predominantly qualitative, at east on
the US side, thiuoh the MIRV/SRAM developments aiso have a
quantitative aspect.
Competition in General Purpose Forces

*While

the race focused on stratenic nuclear weapons,
there were also important strands of the arms race in
tactical nuclear weapons and qeneral purpose force components. Space does not permit a detailed analysis here;
these forces are covered in detail by another study of
the author.1 9 But some of the important points should be
mentioned.

18

In our study, the S *,iet trend is portrayed by 50
percent of the All-Union Science budriet cateqory, which
should be valid to show the trend but oot as a comparison
with US military R&D, accordinn to the study issued by the
US comptroller General, "Comparison of Military Research
and Development Expenditures of the US and the Soviet Union,"
GAO,
Part I1--Feclassified version (.ashinnton, P.C.:
R&D expenditures, of course, are used
January 31, 1972).
for both strateqic nuclear and nonnuclear arms.
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Colonel

Richard M. Jenninqs, "US/Soviet Arms,
Questions of Cycles, Symmetry, and Palancp,"
1973:
ar Colleqe, 1()74).
The National
( ashinqton, D.C.:

1945-

A
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purpose
force levels qenerally followed those
shown General
for total
military
forces in Figure 5. Nlotable exceptions are that the air forces beqan buildina up Prior
to the Korean War (in 1948) and aircraft and navy ships
continued to increase throuqh 1955.
A quantitative naval
race occurred in the early 1950's, but the naval comnetition in recent years has been qualitative and qeoqraphic.
From 1955-1960, the Soviets made cuts in the numbers of
nonnuclear qround, air and naval forces and embarked on a
more qualitative program.
From the qualitative standpoint, the Pace of the
qeneral purpose race has been almost as intense as that in
stratenic nuclear weapons in types of arms of relatively
new technoloqy.
This would include tactical nuclear weapons, quided missiles, aircraft, and electronic devices.
In the older types of weapons, such as small arms, tanks,
cannon, and surface ships, the rate of development has
been faster than in previous peacetime periods, but slower
than in the more newly-discoverel arms types.
Conclusions and

Implications

The analysis has indicated, if Western estimates of
Soviet arms are rouqhlv correct, and the operational definitions and variables chosen accurately represent reality,
that the US and the Soviet Union carried on an arms race
durinq much of the time since World War II, but in many
periods it has not proqressed rapiHlv. A quantitative race
occurred durinq 1949-53 and possibiy 1961-68, but not durinq
1945-48,or 1955-60, and since 1968 it has been larely onesided.
Indeed, from the ,tandpoint of the more traditional
concept of an arms race, d race took place only durino the
first period mentioned.
The quantitative ljS/Soviet race
aives the appearance of havinn stopped, except in numbers
of deliverable nuclear warheads.
Overall, the race became proqressivply more aualitative,
focusing on strategic nuclear weapons, but there have also
been quantitative aspects in the nuclear arms race, and nualitative aspects in the competition in aeneral purnose forces.
The race has been characterized by the fulfillment of the
Soviet challenge to American nuclear superioritv.
Dverall,
but particularly on the Soviet side, there has been a trend
toward a hiqher ratio of machines and firepower to men.
The analysis supports the judgment that an arms race
contains both quantitative and qualitative features.
Thpre
is no pure aenus of either type.
The question thus centers
on the predominating characteristic, and in the current US/
Soviet case, this has become the qualitative.

.
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Despite the Soviet drive in science, technology, and
strategic nuclear forces, the Americans have retained the
At times, it appears that the USSR has
-qualitative lead.
tried to balance a qualitative deficit with a quantitative
measure, which may be a normal feature of arms races not
previously noted.

I

The trend toward a predominately qualitative race has
been accompanied by a more stable equilibrium between the
US and the USSR and the establishment of a new military
power ratio between the two superpowers.
A condition of
rough nuclear parity was accepted by the US at the same
time that East-West agreements implicitly ratified the
post-World War II boundaries in Central and Eastern Europe.
Though US/Soviet relations were far from a full detente,
the evidence of cooperation in limited fields, reinforced
by this study's evidence on the hostility/fear of the US
population, indicates that tensions, thouqir temoorarily
sparked by incidents as the invasion of Czechoslovakia and
the 1973 Arab/Israeli War, have tended to subside. Thus,
the evidence tends to undermine the old axiom that all arms
races lead to war and to suoport Huntington's 1058 hypothesis that a qualitative race which sees the replacement of
older systems by new contributes to arms parity, a balance
of puwer, .iid statiIity.
Support of the latter must rEmain qualiFied, however,
for other factors may have caused Soviet policies to be
less bellicose, including 6 he need to concentrate power
on the Sino/Soviet border 2 and the influence of strateqic
nuclear vulnerability. The mutual nuclear vulnerability
which obtained in the latter portion of the period tended
to make the actions of both superpowers more cautious and
general war less
likely.

The judgment that tke quantitative arns race, in most

respects, ended in the late 1960)'s must remain tentative,

as it was tied to arbitrary, though reasonable, definitions.
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For a detailed discussion of the Chinese element in
the US/Soviet arms relationship, see the author's National
War College study, "The Fripolar Arms Race."
(Washinqton,
D.C.:
1974).
Soviet views of the Moscow-Pekinq-Washinqton
power triangle is given in A. A. Topornin, "The Balance of
Power Doctrine and Washington," USA, No. 11, 1Q70; V. P.
Lukin, "American-Chinese Relations:
Concept and Reality,"
USA, No. 2, February, 1973, Current Digest of the Soviet
Press, Vol. XXV, No. 11.
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Arms levels are dynamic, sometimes remaining temporarily at
plateaus before pushing on to new increases.
This could be
a plateau similar to the one that existed between 1955 and
1960. Much depends on Soviet and US actions in the next few
years, the results of the SALT II and MBFR negotiations, and
future PRC foreign and defense policy.
Implications for defense policy
If we accept the proposition that predominately qualitative arms races are less likely to end in war than quantitative ones, then the present US policy on strategic nuclear
delivery systems appears wise, if the Soviets do not try for
numerical superiority. There is no guarantee that they will
not.

The race has reached the point where both powers must

soon reassess their goals and strateqies.
For the challenger,
having achieved a rough though asymmetrical numerical parity,
the question is how hard to try for superiority. There is
little question but that the Soviets will continue to try to
eliminate the gap in quality; indeed, it has pushed ahead
with the testing of MIRV's and new missiles.
For the challenged state, which for various reasops has accepted parity
under a policy of sufficiency, the question is how to respond
to the challenge, and how to define "sufficiency" under changing conditions.
L

There are

reasons why the

Soviets, after

the fulfillment

of the SAL I level of SLBM's, may concentrate on qualitative
improvements such as MIRV's.
To continue a quantitative race
plus the qualitative one, plus the arms concentration on the
NATO and Chinese borders, would probably preclude faster progress in the Soviet economy and standard of living.
Also,
Soviet arms policy has tended in some ways to emulate that
of the US, and might, if doctrinal and bureaucratic factors
do not override, move towards a "sufficiency" standard, which
Khrushchev appears to have used during part of his regime.
Most elements in the current situation applying to both
superpowers would seem to work against the resumption of the
quantitative race. The lessened bipolarity of the international system, primarily the opportunity to use the PRC as
an external balancer of Dower, should have such an effect.
The increased concern of the superpowers for domestic problems
and the apparent lessening of their drives toward worldwide
qoals are also tendinq to reduce conflict.
The US aonears
to have largely abandoned the Wilsonian-tYoe goal of a world
composed of democratic states on the US model.
lo what extent
I

-
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the USSR has changed its goal of shaping the world into
a system of Russian-dominated socialst states working
toward communism remains debatable, but it is significant
that Soviet leaders have moderated the means to that end.
The Nixon/Kissinger "Structure of Peace" is based on the
premise that the major powers will accept less universalistic national objectives because the gains from aggressive
military actions appear not to be worth the costs.
The
overhanging spectre of mutual nuclear vulnerability, and
the ambivalence of third-party action within the US/Soviet/
PRC triangle should serve to strengthen the forces of moderation.
The high costs of new weapons systems are another
factor bearing against quantitative increases.
Finally,
looking at the thousands of offensive nuclear weapons now
deliverable in one strike, the question increasingly becomes
to what extent further numerical increases add to political
L

*.

power.

Some forces will continue to favor a quantitative race.
The dynamics of "the security dilemma" (one state's secu rity
is another state's threat) will continue to exert influence.
The quantitative aspect of MIRV's has a destabilizing effect.
A school of thouqht in each country will argue, not without
some reason, that higher levels would brinq more prestige,
power, and political clout.
There is a natural tendency to
overestimate the forces of the adversary and by seeking apparent "parity" or "sufficiency" to initiate a new round in
the race.
This tendency was heightened in the past because
the Soviet adversary kept his arms levels secret.
The growth
of nuclear capability in the PRC or other countries presently
without nuclear weapons might cause the two superpowers to
expand
ballistic
missile
factors
in the their
near future
do not
anpeardefenses.
as strong But
as these
those workinq
against the resumption of the quantitative race.
cold

What may result is a level of tension somewhere between
war and detente accompanied

by a continuing

level

of

armaments, high in an absolute and budgetary sense and in
technological change, but not in relative Lurden to the US
population. Within this fairly stable equilibrium of military power, the main competition may take place between the
US
and Communist societies, with emuhasis on the economic,
social, and psychological planes.
US/Soviet arms competition may complete the move,
t2,r
mode.t quant-tative reductions reflecting the SALT II a:
MBFR negotiations, and on the American side the limitations
in size dictated by the concept of volunteer forces, to a
level of "normal military AcLivity" in the sense described

.
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by Quincy Wright.2 1 "Normal military activity" in an environment of explosive technological change and superpower rivalry
by nature probably includes a qualitative arms race.
Considering the pace of technical development, a qualitative arms race may be inevitable for a great power that
chooses not to lapse into technological inferiority. Scientific breakthroughs will continue and will touch off new
phases in the contest. Within the qualitative race, quantitative sub-races will occur after every new revolutionary
weapons development, as each side attempts to beat the other
in creating a superior force in the new arm.
Arms agreements cannot be expected to control

tareas.

the qua-

litative race because they normally are successful only
against quantitative aspects of arms cometition. Qualitative arms agreements are difficult to verify and cannot
include unforeseen new weapons. Agreements can, however,
help control the pace of the quantitative sub-races. Some
limited qualitative agreements may occur, primarily because
of the Soviet need to constrain US technical progress, but
these would merely divert the race to other qualitative
As in the economic theory of oligopoly, the competitors may make explicit or implicit agreements to dampen
the race, but such "holidays" usually last only until the
next revolutionary technological or political event takes
place.
poicWhat then should be the guidelines for American defense
policy in sucn a race?
The situation is not as gloomy as one might think. The
Soviet Union, with smaller allies and requirements to mainta in forces both in Europe and in the Far East, will be in

the less favorable economic positiun for the long run. The
US has the further advantages of being the richer contestant,
with a lead in technology. Against these factors, the US
needs to find a way to reduce the disparity between US and
Soviet manpower costs. Further, the Soviet Union, by virtue
of its autocratic political system, can, to a certain extent,
better mainta'in a priority for arms spending. So in terms
of defense-usable financial capacity, the Soviets are not as
far below the US as a comparison of GNP's would indicate.
But while US society has always been oriented toward civilian
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One could, of course, judge that the activity since
the Korean War NATO/Warsaw Pact buildups in the early 1950's
was the norlalI military activity of a bipolar rivalry, and
that we are c-oppinq to a lower level that reflects new
power relationships.
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qoods,

most sources predict

goods amonq

qrowina demand

for consumer

Soviet citizens.2

The production of hiqh quality military items m.9y be
a growing burden to the USSR.
The military establishment
now takes a larger share of the country's machinery, machine
tools, and electronic output than in America.
In the case
of defense products, quality control is assured by military
officers at the plants, with the result that such products
are normally of higher quality than those destined for civilian consumption.
These factors miaht seem at first to
weiah in the Soviets' favor, but not in a period of qrowino
civiliar demand for quality products.
Soviet leaders may
face the choices of continuinn to devote hiqh-quality technoloqy to the military to the neqlect of the civilian sector,
shiftinq some priority to civilian products and accentina a
slower pace of arms development, or exoandin
the overall
qualitative production of its industry by obtainino the
assistance of foreinn technolony (read detente).
Such an interpretation is, of course, speculative and
does not mean that the future situation will not include
risks nor that America can relax.
If the Soviets do not
improve civilian goods production (and we have little evidence yet of major shifts in this direction thouqh the Ninth
Five-Year Plan proposes limited chanaes), they could probably continue the recent rate of arms competition indefinitely.
They have announced continued emohasis in the
future on scientific research and technoloaical improvements.
On the political side (and the political relationships really
Qovern the arms activity), US/Soviet relations could rapidly
worsen, or Sino/Soviet detente or maior shifts in the Western
coalition could quickly turn Lne balance of power -., the disfavor of the US.
Nor would it seem that the US can .- e
further larqe-scale unilateral reductions in its ne..
-I
purpose forces; nualitatively hiqh forces lackinn in number
not only miaht be insufficient to back uo diplomacy but would
run the risk of beino overwhelmed at the outbreak of war,
similar to American forces initially in Korea.
And, of course,
the chance will exist that the adversary will make major technoloqical hreakthrouahs alterinn the power raio.
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This judament and the comments on the Soviet economy
in the followina naraqraph reflect the opinions of economic
experts in the IS Connress, joint Economic Committee, 93d
Connress, Ist session, compendium, Soviet Economic Prospects
for the Seventies (,ashinaton, r).C.:
US Government Printinn
Office, 1973T.
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Technology will always threaten to upset the balance,
thouqh the state of mutual nuclear vulnerability based,
particularly on the US side, on a myriad of weapons systems
should reduce the likelihood of danaerous, destabilizinn
breakthrouqhs in offensive nuclear systems.
These points indicate that the US must dive hiqh priority to a strona military research and development proaram
to retain its lead in technoloqy for both nuclear and qeneral
purpose forces. Such a pronram cannot nealect basic research,
a main source of radically new ideas. Further, in economic
and
scientific cooperation with the Soviets, the danders of
indirectly givinq technical assistance to their arms effort

j
i

should continue to be weiqhed in the equation with the apparent social, psycholooical, and political advantaqes of
detente. Americans should not forqet that the nation with
superior technology will either make the breakthrounhs or be
able to rapidly reduce any technoloqical weapons advantaae
of the opponent. Moreover, when it feels quantitatively
pushed, that nation usually has the option of introducinq
a superior system.

L

F

The US should not eschew the implementation of revolutionary new proqrams. The cases of the hydroqen bomb,
nuclear-powered submarines, and MIRV's all indicate that if
the state makina the technoloqical breakthrouqh hadn't implemented its proqram first, the adversary state probably would
have soon done so. This does not necessarily mean that ill
innovations must be deployed at the fastest rate money can
The main policy question in a qualitative race becomes
not merely "how much is enounh?", but "how fast should we
qo ahead?" In situations where the existinn H1S systems are
superior to the adversary. the pace of introduction of the
new technoloqy can be more deliberate. Cases in point are
the Trident submarine system And the R-1 bomber. An eye
can be kept on the adversary's developments in the field,
and programs can be accelerated or decelerated as appronriate.
In situations where the adversary jumps ahead in a critical
weapons area, the pace of technoloicdl development and
deployment must be on more of an "all-out" basis.
The most
favorable time for deploying a reviutionarv new system may
well be when the adversary has just completed a massive
buildup in the old.

tion

In addition to the importance of technolonical innovain a qualitative contest, the lonn-term winner may well
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be the one who best adapts stratey to new forms of force and
who most successfully identifies and phases out obsolescent
and redundant arms systems. We should carefully assess, for
example, the imoact of such current developments as nuclear
submarines, aircraft and missiles of areater ranqe and effectiveness, satellite detection and communications, and MTRV's.
In the face of vast offensive firepower, the vulnerability of
systems becomes a prime criterion. Have we fully applied the
meaninq of these chanqes to elements of our defense posture
such as overseas bases and surface warships? Should not the
exponential increase in nuclear reentry v-hicles have some
effect on our older, less effective delivery systems? And
what will be the strateaic impact of future developments such
as laser weapons? If old forms of force are kept after the
new are introduced, the quantitative feature (plus heavier
burdens) rejoins the race.
A qualitative arms race will be easier on the nerves of
the population than a quantitative one, but not necessarily
on the nerves of the nation's elite. The requirement on
defense leaders, scientists, and industrialists to prevent
the adversary from qaininq an advantaqe will he unceasina.
For example, in the nuclear race, as the accuracy and quantity of offensive warheads increase, defense leaders must
constantly worry about the survivability of land-based ICRH's.
The possibilities of developino a cheap and totally effective
ballistic missile defense or ASVI measures capable of neutralizinn nuclear submarines will continue to threaten to destabilize the balance.
US defense officials thus face a 'ifficult but not
impossible task. The future competition calls for a professional proqram, based not on myth or obsolete shibboleths,
but on continuina research, analysis, and cw-od manaaement.
They must convince the public that we are not conductina a
mad arms race with increasinn burden on the individual. Rut
under the foreseeable conditions of the international system,
US security will

require steady effnrt, intellectual

cacity, and substantial defense budqets.

perspi-

